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I.

NAASC Contribution to the NRAO FY 2008 Progress Report

E.1. North American ALMA Science Center (NAASC)
Accomplishments and Highlights in FY 2008
The main NAASC activities in FY 2008 were: (1) updating the ALMA Operations Plan (AOP) and
budget to version D; (2) making key NAASC appointments, including the new NAASC Assistant
Director C. Lonsdale, the North American ALMA EPO Program Officer J. Stoke, and the NAASC
Commissioning & Science Verification Liaison A. Remijan. Joint UVa/NAASC hires A. Evans and R.
Indebetouw joined the NAASC staff in FY 2008; (3) testing, developing, and supporting several Beta
Releases of the CASA offline software system, including the first fully open public release; (4)
sponsoring the public beta release of the “Database for Astronomical Spectroscopy: Splatalogue”; (5) the
NSF approving a subaward request for the University of Virginia Microfabrication Laboratory (UVML)
to support SIS mixer development; and (6) holding the third NAASC Science Workshop
“Transformational Science with ALMA: The Birth and Feedback of Massive Stars, within and Beyond the
Galaxy”.

Progress toward the FY 2008 Program Plan
NAASC Science Operations
The NAASC supports both internationally approved ALMA “core” operations as well as North American
(NA) support operations outside the project-defined “core” elements. The former are organized through
the NA ALMA Regional Center (ARC), and includes international project coordination and support tasks
such as commissioning support, observing preparation, direct observing support (Astronomer On Duty in
Chile and Quality Assurance), and post-observation support (offline software and archive). Activities
beyond these core tasks include organizing the Canadian contribution to NA ALMA Operations,
Community Development, and NA ALMA EPO.
At the start of FY 2008, NAASC personnel included Assistant Director C. Carilli, NA ARC Manager J.
Hibbard, ALMA CASA subsystem scientist C. Brogan and a quarter-share of astronomer Steve Myers for
CASA Science Support, a fraction of administrative assistant J. Neighbours, 0.5 FTE of business support,
and a small fraction of the NA Project Manager A. Russell for help with the NA ALMA Development
effort and overall NA coordination. James di Francesco (HIA/NRC) served as the Canadian ALMA
Operations representative.
Several staff members joined NAASC Operations in FY 2008. Carol Lonsdale will replace NAASC AD
Chris Carilli at the start of FY 2009 as he moves to the post of Observatory Chief Scientist. Also joining
were joint NRAO/UVa hires Remy Indebetouw (October 2007) and Aaron Evans (January 2008).
Anthony Remijan was recruited to serve as the ARC Commissioning and Science Verification (CSV)
Liaison (June 2008). A second CSV liaison is still being recruited.
International Coordination: NAASC staff updated the ALMA Operations Plan (AOP) and budget to
version D, incorporating the comments from the international panel that reviewed version C in February
2007. Corresponding changes were made to the NAASC plan and budget, incorporating comments from
the North American panel review from March 2007. The ALMA Board accepted AOP version D in
November 2007. The ARC manager worked with the new JAO (Joint ALMA Observatory) budget
manager and the head of Technical Services to clarify the reasoning, justification, and methodologies

used in developing the AOP, and to work towards developing the 2009 Chilean Operations plan and
budget.
The Science Operations Integrated Project Team (IPT) was formed, following the recommendation of the
AOP review panel. This group includes all three regional ARC Managers and key JAO staff. Its main
charge is to implement the AOP. It met biweekly during the year and face-to-face each quarter. This
group defined ARC CSV staffing requirements and turno guidelines, Operations software commissioning
needs, ALMA helpdesk requirements, and ARC archive implementation plans. International search
committees were set up to recruit the first group of JAO Operations Astronomers, and six were hired.
Canadian Partnership: The Canadians are a joint partner with the NRAO in the international ALMA
project. The “Memorandum of Understanding” (MOU) between NRAO/AUI and NRC/HIA was revised
and signed. Under this agreement, Canadian contributions to ALMA Operations activities taking place in
Chile or as part of Board-approved ALMA development will be in cash, while contributions to ALMA
core support (including hardware and software maintenance and repair) can be in kind.
Software Testing: In FY 2008, NAASC staff members participated in extensive software testing,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-release testing of the CASA software for the Beta release (October 2007)
Pre-deployment testing of the CASA helpdesk (October 2007)
ALMA Pipeline User Test 5.0 (December 2007)
ALMA Archive User Test 1.0 (January 2008)
Pre-release testing of the CASA software for the Beta release Patch 1 (March 2008)
Pre-release testing of the CASA software for the Beta release Patch 2 (June 2008)
Testing the ALMA simulator for CASA Beta release Patch 2 (June 2008)
ALMA ObsTool User Test 5.0 (June 2008)
Pre-release testing of the CASA software for the Beta release Patch 3 (September 2008)

Participation of NAASC staff is meant to ensure readiness of the software for early science and to
familiarize NAASC staff with the software.
The Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA) is the offline data reduction and analysis
software package being jointly developed for ALMA and EVLA1. The NAASC science support of the
CASA software system is quite extensive and is led by ALMA CASA Subsystem Scientist C. Brogan.
Brogan represents ALMA on the “CASA Cabal”, the group of NRAO scientists charged with prioritizing
software development targets and organizing software testing, releases, and tutorials. The NAASC
supports (with EVLA) the CASA Project Scientist S. Myers to manage the CASA Cabal. He also
generated release notes and FAQs and upgraded the ALMA Cookbook at each major release. The Beta
releases of the CASA software are of particular importance. The first Beta release in November 2007 was
to volunteers from the regional ALMA scientific advisory committees, the NRAO users committee, and
EVLA science advisory committees. This release was for a limited number of platforms and to a limited
number (about 25) of users. A helpdesk and triage system was established for this release and supported
primarily by NAASC personnel. Beta release Patch 1 occurred in March 2008, in preparation for the
NRAO Synthesis Imaging Workshop. The Patch 2 release occurred as scheduled shortly after the
Synthesis Imaging workshop, in July 2008. This release was made available for twice the number of
platforms, and was the first fully open public release. Preparations and testing for the Patch 3 release were
underway at the close of the fiscal year. At this time, CASA functionalities encompass many high-level
1

The ALMA share of CASA software development is supported under “ALMA Technical Support,” while
scientific testing of CASA against ALMA requirements is a core support item in the NA ARC. CASA software
development activities are described elsewhere in this document.

ALMA requirements, such as mosaicing, inclusion of zero spacing flux, single-dish processing,
interactive cleaning, interactive and automatic data editing, and fully scriptable task-based interface
through ipython. CASA is now available for download to any interested parties from http://my.nrao.edu.
Commissioning and Science Verification (CSV) Support: NAASC scientists take part CSV as a means
to train for ALMA operations. In FY 2008 this involved taking part in turno staffing of the ALMA Test
Facility in Socorro. This activity includes prototype-antenna and software testing and debugging, to gain
familiarity with the system and train for eventual work in Chile, and testing the functionality of CASA to
import and analyze real ALMA data. Key achievements include producing the first interferometric
spectrum and obtaining single-antenna spectra of the SiO maser line at 86 GHz to test spectral-line
pointing of individual antennas. In FY 2008 four NAASC personnel (Carilli, Brogan, Indebetouw, and
Remijan) participated. NAASC staff also participated in monthly meetings of the Science IPT,
considering the scientific impact of issues arising during the constructon project, such as array
configuration, receiver characteristics, polarization requirements, and the like.
User Support: Training of external users commenced in FY 2008 with two major CASA tutorials
sponsored in part by the NAASC. The first was a two-day tutorial held in mid-October in Socorro for
representatives from the NA, EU, and EA ARCs, ALMA commissioning personnel, and EVLA scientific
staff to train User Support Specialists for CASA. The second was held as part of the NRAO Synthesis
Imaging Summer School in June 2008. At this second tutorial, about 50 workshop participants used
CASA to reduce VLA HI spectral-line, VLA continuum polarization, and BIMA millimeter CO line data.
NAASC staff participated in “lessons learned” sessions on science-user support, archive support, and
helpdesk implementation, at STScI (Hibbard, February 2008), the Spitzer Science Center (Evans,
extended visit in Spring 2008), and ESO (Hibbard, June 2008). A. Evans reviewed the NAASC Science
User web pages. R. Indebetouw provided CASA testing, helpdesk support, and extensive development
input to the CASA ALMA simulator, enabling its inclusion in the CASA Beta Patch 2 release in July
2008.
Community Relations and the ANASAC: The ALMA North American Science Advisory Committee
(ANASAC) remains the primary means of communication between the NAASC and the user community,
and it is an important resource to the NA members of the ALMA Science Advisory Committee (ASAC).
This year, the ANASAC was reorganized to have a more formal charge-and-response format parallel to
that of the ASAC for the ALMA Board. The ANASAC provided written inputs on ALMA “user grants,”
pre-ALMA science initiatives, the NA aspect of the ALMA development program, and the disposition of
the NA ALMA prototype antennas. It also reviewed its membership and Terms of Reference.
The ANASAC organized and set the scientific program for the 3rd NAASC Science Workshop
“Transformational Science with ALMA: The Birth and Feedback of Massive Stars Within and Beyond the
Galaxy”, held in Charlottesville in September 2008. This meeting continues the successful series of
scientific workshops begun in 2006 to promote and refine the scientific use of ALMA. Owing to the
strong initial response, the meeting venue was changed to accommodate ~130 participants (compared to
~85 for past NAASC Science Workshops).
NAASC staff provided material for and gave presentations to a number of committees throughout the
year, including the ASAC, the NRAO Visiting Committee, the NRAO User Committee, the AUI Milkey
committee, and the AUI co-operative agreement review panel. They also hosted face-to-face meetings of
both the ANASAC and the ASAC.
NAASC staff attended meetings and gave science talks featuring discussions of the potential for ALMA.
At the 211th AAS meeting in Austin TX, Carilli participated in the NRAO Town Hall, Remijan gave a
presentation on Splatalogue, and Brogan gave a plenary talk on “Massive Star Birth and the promise of

ALMA” to a packed crowd. Other visits included the Naval Research Lab (Carilli), the Harvard Sackler
Cosmology symposium (Carilli), an ESO workshop on 3D Visualization (Hibbard), a CCAT workshop
“Spectrometry with CCAT: Science and Instrumentation Opportunities” (Brogan), Peking University
(Evans), and the 63rd International Symposium on Molecular Spectroscopy (Remijan). Brogan and Evans
gave talks at the Bilateral China-US Workshop on Radio Astronomy held in Beijing, China. Finally,
Carilli and Brogan gave lectures at the NRAO Synthesis Imaging Summer School in Socorro.
Education and Public Outreach: For most of the year, the NRAO EPO office represented ALMA at
national (e.g., AAS) meetings, in NRAO EPO materials, and on the ALMA EPO Working Group. They
supervised the shooting of a documentary on the ALMA project and planning for the International Year
of Astronomy. For more details, see the EPO section of this report.
The NAASC recently recruited John Stoke from STScI to serve as the NA ALMA EPO Program Officer.
John assumed responsibility for NA representation on the ALMA EPO Working Group starting with the
face-to-face meeting in August 2008 in Charlottesville, and he spent the last quarter reviewing the
international and NRAO ALMA web pages, particularly those related to user interfaces. He also
developed a comprehensive NA ALMA EPO short-term plan including U.S., NA, Chilean, and
International activities. This position was filled much later than expected, so many of the activities
described in the FY 2008 Program Plan will be carried out in FY 2009.

ALMA Special Projects
This business unit supports work that is viewed by the NRAO as critical to ALMA’s success but is not
delineated in the AOP as part of the international operations functions. It currently includes two projects:
(1) SIS mixer development and (2) the molecular and atomic spectral-line database Splatalogue.
SIS Mixer Development: The international project has recognized that ALMA operations must support
continuing R&D for SIS mixer development. State-of-the-art SIS mixers are key to the unprecedented
sensitivities that will be achieved with the ALMA receivers. Future developments in SIS mixer
technology will bring substantial improvements to ALMA receivers, particularly for ALMA Bands 9 and
10. The Band 9 mixer being provided by the construction project will be a double-sideband system, which
is not ideal for spectral-line identification, and only one SIS mixer ever built meets the demanding
specifications for Band 10. Thus improving receivers for these bands is a high priority for the ALMA
development program. The ultimate goal is a low-noise wideband SIS mixer for 780–950 GHz (! = 350
µm). One of only two existing SIS foundries in the U.S., the University of Virginia Microfabrication
Laboratory (UVML) has developed a very stable and repeatable process for making Nb-based SIS mixers
and is a critical resource for U.S. astronomy and for ALMA. Recently, the UVML demonstrated stable,
small area SIS junctions with AlN tunnel barriers and also reproducible thin films of NbTiN with high
superconducting critical temperature, both of which are believed to be essential to successful receivers for
Band 10.
The FY 2008 Program Plan proposed that the NAASC would support the UVML to continue
development of Nb/Al-AlN/NbTiN SIS junctions. Early in FY 2008 the NSF decided that the contract
should be openly competed, and an RFP was issued. In June the NSF approved a subaward request for the
UVML to continue its development of the new technology for Band 10 and also to manufacture and
supply replacement SIS mixer chips for ALMA. The subaward is for five years. Late in the FY 2008 an
MOU between the NRAO and the UVa was signed, and the accompanying contractual structure between
the parties was solidified.
Splatalogue: The NAASC has supported the construction of the “Database for Astronomical
Spectroscopy: Splatalogue” that is now the world’s most complete database of molecular transitions from

mm to submm wavelengths. This database is essential for the full utilization of ALMA as a spectral-line
instrument. A. Remijan led this work on behalf of the NAASC. The “beta” release of Splatalogue
occurred on February 1 (http://www.splatalogue.net). The release demonstrated the capabilities of the
database to search through all available line catalogs and introduced a new catalog to the community, the
Spectral Line Atlas of Interstellar Molecules (SLAIM). It included a complete list of frequencies of H,
He, and C recombination lines, added newly detected transitions to the Lovas list of detected astronomical
transitions, and provided a limited sample of species (about 200 out of 650) for which the quantum
numbers in all four major catalogs were resolved. It reports the line-strength and energy levels in all
useful astronomical units, and provides the community with NRAO-recommended rest frequencies for
molecular transitions.
Feedback was sent to the ALMA Working Group on Spectral Line Frequencies, and updates and
corrections continued throughout the year. Remijan traveled to universities and observatories operating
instruments in the radio to submm regimes to introduce and demonstrate Splatalogue.

Office of Chilean Affairs (OCA)
The OCA is a small office in Santiago, Chile, that handles the legal and business affairs of AUI/NRAO,
including representation of ALMA to the Republic of Chile for AUI and support for JAO staff. In the FY
2008 program plan, we anticipated that this office would transfer from the ALMA Construction project to
the NAASC budget as operations activities ramped up. As part of updating the AOP from version C to D,
it was decided that this office should remain focused on construction issues until 2011, at which time it
will transfer into NA operations. Therefore there was no OCA activity within the NAASC this year.

ALMA Technical Support
This business unit provides technical support to the ALMA Observatory. In FY 2008 this only involved
support for the ALMA-specific development of the CASA offline software system. The NAASC shares
this support with the EVLA, with the NAASC share accounting for 3 FTEs of effort from six scientific
programmers and software developers. These developers generated the software to meet the ALMA
offline subsystem requirements, responded to bug reports, and supported the CASA work described above
(CASA beta releases and patches, tutorials, CASA tests, the ALMA simulator development).

ALMA Development Support
This business unit supports North American development efforts. No activity was planned for FY 2008,
apart from development discussions with the ANASAC, ASAC, and at the NAASC Science Workshops.

ALMA Chilean Operations
The major NAASC budget element is for the NA fraction of the operations costs of the Joint ALMA
Observatory (JAO) in Chile, accounting for 66% of the expended NAASC budget in FY08. JAO
Operations activities are reported monthly to the ALMA Board. A main achievement in FY08 was the
hiring of key operations staff including: an interim Director (T. de Graauw), the Head of Technical
Services (R. Prestage), the first contingent of the Array Operations Group (manager, deputy, and
operators) and their deployment to the ATF in Socorro for training, and the first six operations and
systems astronomers into the Department of Science Operations. Other major accomplishments include
participation in CSV activities at the AFT, the acceptance of the Operations Support Facility; the
acceptance and first use of the Antenna transporter; setting up key operations contracts for operations
support, such as catering, cleaning, facility maintenance, security, safety, etc.

Compared to the original plan (as described in the ALMA Operations Plan, version D), the JAO spent less
than budgeted, due to a much shallower hiring profile (56 operations staff in post at the end of FY08
compared to the AOP plan of 85). This results in a savings to NAm of ~$740k over the FY.

NAASC Milestones from the 2008 Program Plan
The project’s performance on NAASC milestones from the 2008 Program Plan is listed below. All
milestones concerning the UVML work are reported in Section F.2 of this document.

NAASC Milestones for FY 2008
Item
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Advertise for Scientist 4 (CSV liaison)
Advertise for Scientist 5 (CSV liaison)
CASA tutorials for beta testers (Socorro)
Start ARC participation in AIV/CSV to train for
operations (ATF trips)
CASA beta release
Participate in Pipeline Test 5
Advertise for Scientist 6 (CASA)
Spectral-line catalog beta release
Science center visits – Herschel
Start NA Development Planning (charges to ANASAC
& ASAC)
New ALMA EPO hire
Testing for CASA beta patch 1
New NAASC hire: CSV Liaison Scientist No. 1
Software testing: CASA beta release, patch 1
Release CASA ALMA simulator to community (webbased form)
Release of CASA ALMA Simulator (CASA tasks)
Software testing: CASA beta release, patch 2
Software testing: ObsTool Test 5
Update Offline software cookbook
CASA tutorials (at NRAO Synthesis Imaging School)
CASA beta release, patch 2
Complete MOU with Canada for ALMA Operations
ANASAC face-to-face meeting in Charlottesville
3rd NAASC Science Workshop
New NAASC hire: CSV Liaison Scientist No. 2
Software testing: ObsTool Test 6
Advertise for Archive Tech 1
ARC participation in CSV at OSF
Decision on NA ALMA archive – buy or outsource
Participate in Pipeline Test 6

Date
Planned
10/2007
10/2007
10/2007

Revised
Date

Date
Completed
10/2007
10/2007
10/2007

10/2007

10/2007

10/2007
11/2007
04/2008
12/2007
11/2007

11/2007
12/2007
12/2007
02/2008
Canceled

12/2007
03/08

04/2008
04/2007
03/2008
04/2008
06/2008

01/2008
02/2008
02/2008

01/2008
07/2008
09/2008
02/2008
10/2008
04/2008
10/2008
10/2007
08/2008
05/2008
12/2007
08/2008
06/2008
05/2008
05/2008
05/2008

03/2008
03/2008
03/2008
05/2008
Canceled

06/2008
05/2008

07/2008
07/2008
09/2008
09/2008
02/2008
10/2008
04/2009
04/2009
06/2009
?

06/2008
05/2008
06/2008
06/2008
06/2008
07/2008
08/2008
09/2008
09/2008
readvertise

II.

NAASC Contribution to the NRAO FY 2009 Program Report (draft
9/5/2008)

North American ALMA Science Center (NAASC)
FY08
Carryover

AST

Work
Element
7.0

New NSF
Funds
Budget
(PRL)

7.1
7.2

NA ALMA Operations
NAASC Ops & Full Science
Support
NA ARC Core Support

7.3

Special Projects

7.4
7.5
7.6

ALMA Development

7.7

NA Chile Operations

7.9

Directly Associated Costs

Total NSF
New Funds
(PRL) and
Carryover

FTE
(PRL)

-29,719
303,660

1,359,981
977,857

1,330,262
1,281,517

6.6
6.8

20,121

416,983

437,104

0.0

NA ALMA Chilean Affairs

619,649

-619,649

0

0.0

ALMA Technical Support

5,065

818,244

823,309

6.2

0

28,847

28,847

0.0

474,353

6,569,574

7,043,927

159

9,433

810,601

820,034

0.0

1,402,562

10,362,438

11,765,000

178.6

Subtotal ALMA Operations

The main activities at the North American ALMA Science Center (NAASC) for 2009 are to:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Hire new NAASC personnel, including the second North American (NA) Commissioning Liaison
scientist, an additional scientist for software testing, user support, and documentation, a scientific
programmer, the first two NAASC postdocs, a web content manager, an EPO specialist, and the
first archive technician
Take part in commissioning activities, initially at the ALMA Technical Facility in Socorro, NM
and later at the Operations Support Facility near San Pedro, Chile
Intensify testing and exercising the major ALMA user software systems (observing tool, CASA
offline reduction package, and pipeline) in order to be capable of generating user-friendly
documentation and provide user support for the first Call for Proposals and the commencement of
early science in 2010
Develop NA ALMA Archive and ALMA helpdesk implementation plans
Redesign NAASC Science User webpages
Plan participation of Canadian partners for ALMA Core deliverables
Fabricate first Band-10 SIS mixer chips

The activities of all business units within the NAASC are described below.
The overall budget for this element is the same as that derived from the internationally reviewed and
approved ALMA Operations Plan (AOP), version D (October 2007), although the division between
different work elements is somewhat different.

NAASC Science Operations (Work Elements 7.1 & 7.2)
The NAASC supports both internationally approved ALMA “core” operations as well as North American
(NA) support operations outside the project-defined “core” elements. The former are defined in the AOP
and organized under work element 7.2 through the NA ALMA Regional Center (ARC). Core tasks
include international project coordination, support for Commissioning and Science Verification (CSV),
observing preparation, direct observing support (Astronomer On Duty in Chile and Quality Assurance),
and post-observation support (offline software and archive). Activities beyond these core tasks are under
work element 7.1 and include organizing the Canadian contribution to NA ALMA Operations, interacting
with the ALMA North American Science Advisory Committee (ANASAC), Community Development
(visitors programs, workshops & tutorials), postdoctoral and student programs, and NA ALMA EPO.
International Coordination: During the first quarter of FY 2009 the NAASC will work with the Joint
ALMA Observatory (JAO) in Chile to update the ALMA Operations Plan (AOP) and budget to version E,
and propagating these changes through the NAASC budget. Along with key JAO staff and the other
regional ARC Managers, we will participate in the Science Operations Integrated Project Team (IPT) via
bi-monthly telecons and quarterly face-to-face meetings. Tasks this year are to produce implementation
plans for each ARC, to be reviewed by the ALMA Science Advisory Committee (ASAC) in Q2 FY 2009,
refine requirements and implement the ALMA Helpdesk, finalize the ARC archive implementation plans,
and identify operations software requirements and propagate them to the appropriate software subsystems
requirements documents. International search committees will be set up to recruit the next six JAO
Operations Astronomers.
Canadian Partnership: The Canadians are a joint partner with the NRAO in the international ALMA
project. An MOU with our Canadian partners was finalized in the previous fiscal year, defining the
guidelines and principles for participation in ALMA operations by our Canadian colleagues. During 1Q
FY2009 the NAASC will work with the Canadian representative to organize Canada’s participation in
NA ALMA core support for FY 2009 to FY 2011 (nominally 7.25%).
End-user Software: A major core function is to participate in testing and evaluation of all major ALMA
end-user software systems. These include the CASA offline software, and the ALMA Observing Tool,
pipeline, and archive. This is meant to ensure readiness of the software for early science, and to acquaint
NAASC staff with the use of the software so we will be ready to provide user support and documentation.
The NAASC has a particularly strong commitment to ensure the readiness of the Common Astronomy
Software Applications (CASA) system, the offline data reduction and analysis software package being
jointly developed for ALMA and EVLA2 by NRAO. The NAASC participates in the “CASA Cabal”, the
group of NRAO scientists charged with setting and prioritizing software development targets, organizing
software testing, releases, and tutorials, updating the CASA cookbook, and producing release notes and
FAQs. The NAASC will conduct extensive tests of the CASA system prior to each bi-annual release.
Also in FY 2009, the project will convene a group of external expert testers for in-depth CASA testing.
Commissioning and Science Verification (CSV) Support: NAASC scientists take part in CSV as a
means to train for ALMA operations. At the start of FY 2009 this involves continuing support of the
ALMA Test Facility in Socorro. This includes prototype-antenna and software testing and debugging, to
gain familiarity with the system and train for eventual work in Chile, and testing the functionality of
CASA to import and analyze real ALMA data. By 3Q 2009 this activity will transition to the Operations

2

The ALMA share of CASA software development is supported under “ALMA Technical Support,” while
scientific testing of CASA against ALMA requirements is a core support item in the NA ARC. CASA software
development activities are described in the E2E section of this document.

Support Facility (OSF) in Chile. The NAASC also participates in monthly meetings of the Science IPT,
considering the scientific impact of issues arising during the construction project.
User Support: The NAASC will continue to run the CASA proto-helpdesk and triage system, until it is
replaced by the ALMA helpdesk sometime in the near future. We will recruit a scientific programmer to
work with the CASA developers group, help run tutorials, answer helpdesk queries, and to develop scripts
for bringing data from other NA millimeter facilities into CASA. A scientist will be recruited for
additional user support, in preparation for the first Call for Proposal (CfP) early next year. Late in the year
we will coordinate with the JAO and other regional ARCs to develop the initial user documentation in
preparation for the first Call for Proposals.
NA AMLA Archive: Each ARC will maintain a mirror copy of the ALMA archive and pipeline,
eventually containing a complete copy of all observational data and pipeline products published to the
central ALMA science archive, which will be based in the Santiago Central Office (SCO). This system
will be an exact copy of the archive system that is being developed by the construction project to be
installed at the SCO. The NA archive system and mirroring process must be installed and tested well
before the first Call for Proposals, anticipated occurring early in 2010. We therefore budget the archive
equipment (NGAS racks and servers, increased cooling capacity and power support) and the first archive
technician for the last quarter of the fiscal year. Prior to this, the NAASC will host a complete copy of all
ALMA Science Verification data. For this we will install a server with adequate disk storage to the
existing NRAO network, and the data will be retrieved using standard protocols (e.g. ssh). This work will
be supported by the NRAO Computing and Information Service division.
Community Professional Development and the ANASAC: The ALMA North American Science
Advisory Committee (ANASAC) remains the primary means of communication between the NAASC and
the user community, and it is an important resource to the NA members of the ALMA Science Advisory
Committee (ASAC). The ANASAC holds telecons every second month and a face-to-face meeting every
year. At the September 2008 face-to-face meeting, the ANASAC considered several charges, including
how to implement the NA aspect of the ALMA development program, a scientific recommendation for
the disposition of the NA ALMA prototype antenna, and potential pre-ALMA science initiatives. We will
act upon the ANASAC recommendations in the first part of FY2009. The ANASAC will also provide
input to the ASAC on charges from the ALMA board.
The topic for the 4th NAASC Science Workshop will be selected by the ANASAC, in consultation with
the NAASC. It will continue the highly successful series of scientific workshops begun in 2006 to
promote and refine the scientific use of ALMA and eventually provide input to potential ALMA
development projects.
The delay in filling two NAASC positions (the second commissioning liaison and a scientific
programmer) has enabled the NAASC to consider supporting extended visits by outside experts, in order
to provide a broader scientific evaluation of the CASA software, the ALMA observing tool interface,
and/or the NAASC-developed molecular spectral line database. This support will be available upon the
lifting of the Continuing Resolution.
Training of external users commenced in FY 2008 with two major CASA tutorials sponsored in part by
the NAASC. Funds permitting, the NAASC plans to support another tutorial in Q4 FY 2009. Talks on
ALMA status and ALMA science will be made at the AAS winter and summer meetings, and at U.S. and
international institutions. NAASC staff will provide material for and give presentations to a number of
committees throughout the year, including the ANASAC, ASAC, the NRAO Visiting Committee, the
NRAO User Committee, AUI Board, and other committees as the need arises.

Postdocs and Students: The NRAO has the prestigious Jansky Fellowship program, designed to help
attract and train the best young scientists into research areas related to radio astronomy, based at US
universities or research laboratories, and the NRAO. The program is run from the NRAO Office of
Science and Academic Affairs. Since ALMA will be one of the preeminent facilities of its day, attracting
the best finishing graduate students and first time postdocs into ALMA related research is of great
importance. To accommodate the anticipated increased interest by young scientists in ALMA, the
NAASC supports one additional Janksy Fellow per year. The first NAASC-supported Fellow will start
in Q1 FY2009. Funds permitting, the second NAASC-supported Jansky Fellow will begin in Q4 FY2009.
In addition, the NAASC runs an ALMA Postdoctoral researcher program to help train future mm/submm
astronomers. Unlike the Jansky Fellows, these postdocs are stationed at the NAASC, and have a few
modest support functions, mostly as a means of preparing scientifically for ALMA. This may include
scientific evaluation of the CASA software and/or the ALMA observing tool interface, or work with the
NAASC-developed molecular spectral line database. The first NAASC postdoc will start in Q2 FY2009,
and the second (funds permitting) in Q4 FY2009.
Education and Public Outreach: During FY2009 a primary focus of NA ALMA EPO efforts will be to
amplify and sharpen our outreach to the science community. Specific tasks include reviewing and
restructuring the NRAO and NAASC ALMA web pages with an eye toward clarity in the promotion of
ALMA to non-traditional science users, enhancing the effectiveness of our science conference exhibits as
vehicles for demonstrating progress in the development of both the observatory and of tools that support
users, and soliciting ALMA-related articles for various science community newsletters.
In the realm of public outreach we will endeavor to cultivate coverage of ALMA in the popular media,
continue to document on video key North American developments in Kilgore (home of Vertex RSI),
Charlottesville, and Chile, and champion a public-friendly ALMA web presence both at NRAO and
internationally. The NA ALMA EPO Program Officer represents NA on the international ALMA EPO
Working Group, contributing as appropriate to the definition and development of EPO resources shared
among and/or created in partnership with the other executives and the JAO. We will also collaborate with
our partners as appropriate in the preparation of press releases that publicize significant ALMA
milestones.
Staffing and Budget Summary: At the start of FY 2009, NAASC Science Operations includes the
NAASC Assistant Director, the NA ARC Manager, the NA ALMA EPO Program Officer, full-time effort
from two astronomers and partial effort from six astronomers, a Jansky Fellow, 0.45 FTEs for ALMAspecific EPO efforts in Chile, and 0.5 FTE each of business and administrative support. Two positions
advertised in FY 2008 but unfilled will be readvertised in FY 2009: a second CSV liaison, and a
Scientific Programmer. A scientist will be recruited for additional user support, in preparation for the first
Call for Proposal (CfP) early next year. A Web Developer will be hired to support webpage design,
content maintenance and outreach, and a Multimedia Designer/Artist will be hired to support NA ALMA
EPO activities. The overall effort encompasses 13.4 FTE.
The total budget for these elements in FY2009 is $2,612k. Of this, $1,376k is for salaries and benefits,
$162k for travel (including duty trips to the ATF and OSF, and $15k for travel support for the ANASAC
f2f meeting), $402k for the initial installment of the NA ALMA archive, $48k for relocation and starting
costs for six new hires (excluding postdocs), $25k to support the NAASC Science Workshop and CASA
tutorials, $195k for postdocs and Jansky Fellows, $108k to support ALMA-specific EPO activities, $81k
for salary support of extended visitors, and $215k for a pro-rated share of AUI Management. Because of
the anticipated budgetary Continuing Resolution, all workshops, tutorials, visitor programs, two
postdoctoral positions, and the purchasing of the Archive equipment are all delayed until the final quarter
of the fiscal year. Should the continuing resolution continue through the year, these activities will be
delayed until the next fiscal year or cancelled.

ALMA Special Projects (work element 7.3)
This business unit supports work that is viewed by the NRAO as critical to ALMA’s success but is not
delineated in the AOP as part of international operations. It currently includes two projects: (1) SIS mixer
development and (2) the molecular and atomic spectral-line database Splatalogue.
SIS Mixer Development: The international project has recognized that ALMA operations must support
continuing R&D for SIS mixers. State-of-the-art SIS mixers are the key to the unprecedented sensitivities
that will be achieved with ALMA receivers. Future developments in SIS mixer technology will bring
substantial improvements to ALMA receivers, particularly for Bands 9 and 10. The Band 9 receiver being
provided by the construction project will be a double-sideband system (not ideal for spectral-line
identification), and only one SIS mixer ever built meets the demanding specifications for Band 10. Thus
improving receivers for these bands is a high priority for the ALMA development program. The ultimate
goal is a low-noise wide-band SIS mixer for 780–950 GHz (! = 350 µm).
Such upgrades and development and, of equal importance, the procurement of future components needed
to repair SIS mixers in Bands 3 and 6 (as required of NAm deliverables), rely on the continued existence
of SIS foundries. In the previous FY, the University of Virginia Microfabrication Laboratory (UVML)
was selected to continue its development of the new technology for Band 10 and also to manufacture and
supply replacement SIS mixer chips for ALMA. The subaward is for five years. The UVML is one of
two existing SIS foundries in the U.S., and has developed a very stable and repeatable process for making
Nb-based SIS mixers. The UVML represents a capital investment of order $10M in research and test
equipment plus many years of labor investment to set up and maintain a working facility and stable SIS
mixer-fabrication process.
During FY 2009 the UVML will continue development of Nb/Al-AlN/NbTiN SIS junctions. This
contract work provides support for 1.5 FTE of engineering research staff and a graduate student, and
includes funds for targets and substrates and clean-room time. At the NRAO Technology Center (NTC),
test circuits will be designed and measured to determine the microwave properties of NbTiN, the design
of an initial mixer circuit will be completed, LO and signal-source components will be bought and/or
fabricated, and the LO signal optics will be designed.
Splatalogue: The NAASC supported the construction of the “Database for Astronomical Spectroscopy:
Splatalogue”, which is now the world’s most complete publicly available database of molecular
transitions from cm to submm wavelengths. This database is not only essential for the full utilization of
ALMA as a spectral-line instrument, but for any facility operating between several hundred Hz to more
than 10 THz. In FY 2009 the database will continue to be updated based on fits of laboratory work, and
there will be a second public release of Splatalogue with increased functionality, including the ability for
users to save search criteria, a library of template spectra, and a full LTE low optical depth fitting
program to simulate data from both single dish and interferometer observations. Updates will be
communicated to the community via a mail exploder and electronic newsletter.
Staffing and Budget Summary: The total budget for this element in FY 2008 is $437k, which will
provide $399k contract support to UVML, $23k to NTC for fabrication and testing of the signal optics
and pre-amps, and $15k to support Splatalogue updates and web design work.

Office of Chilean Affairs (work element 7.4)
The OCA is a small office in Santiago, Chile, that handles the legal and business affairs of AUI/NRAO,
including representation of ALMA to the Republic of Chile for AUI and support for JAO staff. This
office will not transfer to operations until 2011.

ALMA Technical Support (work element 7.5)
This business unit provides technical support to the ALMA Observatory for hardware and software
delivered by NA as part of the construction project, or for deliverables developed outside of the
construction project.
For FY 2009, the software support includes the ALMA-specific development of the CASA offline
software system. The NAASC shares this support with the EVLA, with the NAASC share accounting for
4 FTEs of effort from eight scientific programmers and software developers. These developers generate
the software to meet the ALMA offline subsystem requirements, respond to bug reports, and support the
CASA work described above (CASA beta releases and patches, tutorials, CASA tests, the ALMA
simulator development). Major new capabilities planned for this year are: support for heterogenous
arrays, algorithm parallelization, and improved speed and robustness of the system. For more details, see
the CASA portion of the E2E section of this document.
By the last quarter of FY 2009, the warranty on the first NA delivered hardware will have expired, and
the NAASC must service any NA delivered modules returned from Chile for repair. This support will be
provided by the same engineers and technicians at the NRAO Technology Center working on the
construction deliverables. The NRAO Electronic Timekeeping system (ETK) will be in use at the time
maintenance activity begins, and only the labor actually used to support ALMA operations will be
charged to the operations budget. All such activity falls into the category of unscheduled maintenance,
and is unpredictable except in a statistical sense. Matrixing this activity to NTC leads to a huge savings
over having it outsourced or hiring a separate maintenance staff. The construction staff obviously has the
expertise and experience necessary to support this work, and the NAASC need not pay for their training
or down-time waiting for units to be repaired.
Staffing and Budget Summary: The total budget for this element in FY2009 is $823k, which includes
$690k for salaries, benefits and travel for 4 FTEs of CASA developers and 2.25 FTEs at NTC, and $133k
in M&S for hardware repairs and shipping. The engineering support functions do not occur until Q4
FY2009. Under a continuing resolution, this effort could not be supported.

ALMA Development Support (work element 7.6)
This business unit supports North American development efforts. The AOP budget for CY 2009 includes
$100k to support development efforts, such as workshops, of which the FY 2009 NSF share is $29k. The
ANASAC has a charge to consider how to organize these efforts for NA.

ALMA Chilean Operations (work element 7.7)
The major NAASC budget element is for the NA fraction of the operations costs of the Joint ALMA
Observatory (JAO) in Chile, accounting for 65% of the total NAASC budget in FY 2009. JAO Operations
activities are reported monthly to the ALMA Board. Major activities for FY 2009 are the hiring of the
JAO Director, the recruiting of six more operations astronomers and six engineering leads, the

deployment of lead engineers to the Front End Integration Centers and other construction assembly sites
where they will train alongside construction personnel as ALMA receivers and electronics are assembled,
and the implementation of a Computerized Maintenance Management System. Main milestones are the
delivery of the first antenna to the Array Operations Site, and the start of three-element interferometry at
the AOS, marking the official start of the CSV phase. After this, the JAO will support long-term visits by
external experts to assist in CSV activities.
Staffing and Budget Summary: The ALMA Board reviews the JAO budget yearly. This review will not
occur until November 2008, so for this program plan we assume the budget presented in version D of the
AOP, escalated from USD2006 to USD2009 assuming an inflation rate of 3.5% per year, and adopting
516 CLP per USD. A linear spending profile is assumed to convert from calendar years (used by the
AOP) to US fiscal years. Under these assumptions, the NA portion of the CY 2009 JAO budget amounts
to $4.0M in running costs (primarily for operations of the OSF facility and turno travel), $4.1M for JAO
staffing costs (total of 159 FTE at the end of FY 2009), for a total CY2009 budget of $8.1M. The Q4
CY2008 JAO budget is projected to be $1.5M, resulting in a total budget for the NA share of Chilean
Operations of $7.6M in FY 2009. The Canadians are expected to contribute 7.25% of this cost, resulting
in a cost to NSF of $7.1M.

Directly Associated Costs (work element 7.8)
This business unit covers Directly Associated Costs (DAC). These are a pro-rated share of cost and
activities performed in other NRAO divisions on behalf of NAASC personnel. These include IT support,
facilities support (library and building lease and maintenance), business and HR support, and certain
activities performed by the Director’s office, SAA, and the E2E division. The amount is pro-rated by the
number of NAASC staff, and amounts to $820k in FY2009.
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III.

NAASC Contribution to the NRAO Long Range Plan for FY 20092013

(Note: this plan was submitted December 2007; names and milestones have shifted slightly since
then)

E. Telescope Operations
E.1. North American ALMA Science Center (NAASC)
Introduction
Construction of the international Atacama Large Millimeter/Submillimeter Array (ALMA) is well
underway, with early science operations currently planned to begin in 2010, and full science operations
the end of 2012. ALMA provides an order of magnitude, or more, improvement in all areas of observing
capabilities in millimeter and submillimeter astronomy, including sensitivity, resolution, and spectral line
capabilities. ALMA represents one of the largest advances in astronomical instrumentation in history.
ALMA will address many of the paramount astrophysical questions of our day, from the earliest epochs
of galaxy formation through the formation of stars and planets in our Galaxy, and will be a standard tool
for use by the large majority of the astronomical community.
To support this very broad user community in fully realizing scientific capabilities afforded by ALMA,
the NAASC developed a cost-effective operations model and plan that is fully consistent with the global
ALMA Operations Plan (AOP). Both the AOP and the NAASC plan went through an exhaustive
international and NSF review by external panels of experts in Q1 2007. The overall reaction of both the
international and North American panels was that ALMA has a more mature and better delineated
operations plan than any other ground-based observatory in history, and that the basic assumptions and
plan are well founded and justified. The AOP was updated and approved by the ALMA Board in
November 2007, and the NAASC budget presented in this section is consistent with this version of the
AOP (version D).
This report presents a synopsis of the NAASC plan for the five years covering the initial formation of the
NAASC, the transition from construction to operations during early science, and full operations starting
in FY 2012. A list of project milestones for FY 2009 to FY 2013 is provided at the end of the section.

Overview and Guiding Principles
The NAASC plan is predicated on three fundamental goals: (1) maximum efficiency and productivity of
operations, (2) ease of access and use for a broad community, and (3) a strong program of support to
foster the health of the astronomical community.
ALMA operations include facility operations in Chile carried out by the Joint ALMA Observatory (JAO),
support of the basic core functions of ALMA in each region of the ALMA partners by the respective
ALMA Regional Center (ARC), and full science support of the user communities to realize the scientific
promise of ALMA.
The North American ALMA Science Center (NAASC), located at the NRAO Headquarters in
Charlottesville, VA, will provide the support to the ALMA user community in North America (NA =

U.S., Canada, and Mexico). The NAASC encompasses the NA ARC which provides day-to-day support
of Chilean ALMA operations carried out by the JAO, as agreed to internationally in the AOP. The staff in
each ARC plays a vital role in these operations by processing proposals and scheduling blocks submitted
from their regions, serving as Astronomer-on-Duty in Chile, participating in quality assurance, hosting
copies of the ALMA science archive and pipeline, and assisting ALMA users with planning their
observations and data reduction. The ARCs also maintain, repair, and develop the hardware and software
items that were delivered by their regions to ALMA during construction. Indeed, for day-to-day
operations, the ARCs are integral to the JAO. International coordination of ARC efforts will continue
throughout the lifetime of ALMA to ensure Partner equity and operational efficiency.
The NAASC mission is to facilitate the scientific use of ALMA by all astronomers in North America.
Fulfilling this mission demands software systems that support users in a seamless sequence from
assessment of project feasibility to proposal preparation and submission, observing-script preparation,
data gathering and storage, pipeline production of reference images, image analysis, and archiving.
Beyond the delivery of basic pipeline-processed reference images and data as specified by the AOP, the
NAASC will provide full scientific user support with advanced data-analysis algorithms and routines,
expert advice, and support of Legacy and other large projects, to ensure the users can optimally handle the
vastly increased complexity and volume of ALMA data to derive scientific results. To help the new users
of ALMA and to foster the ALMA user community, the NAASC will hold schools, workshops, and
courses in the techniques and science of millimeter and submillimeter astronomy, support student and
postdoctoral fellowship programs, and implement an aggressive EPO program to communicate the
excitement of ALMA to the astronomy community and to the general public.
The organization of the NAASC will encompass the ARC and full science-support capabilities in a
seamless manner, transparent to the staff and the users. The plan fully incorporates the NAASC into the
NRAO for maximum cost effectiveness, leveraging on the extensive expertise and joint efforts throughout
the NRAO.
We also advocate for a data-analysis grants program for U.S. astronomers. Such a program was strongly
endorsed by both the latest NAS Decadal Survey Committee and the ALMA North American Science
Advisory Committee (ANASAC), and similar programs have proven critical in promoting the
productivity of space-based astronomical telescopes and their communities in recent decades.
The ANASAC, which includes Canadian members, provides advice to the NRAO Director on NA ALMA
operations on behalf of the larger NA astronomical community. The ANASAC has provided key
guidance on issues involving the community in ALMA operations directly, such as ALMA development
projects and the grants program.
The Canadian ALMA operations team is fully incorporated into the planning implementation of ALMA
operations in North America. Regular operations teleconferences are held, as well as an annual face-toface meeting to plan the Canadian contribution to ALMA operations. Canada is represented in the review
process of ALMA operations on all levels from the ALMA Board review of the AOP to the ANASAC
review of the NAASC plan, as well as other internal reviews.

NAASC Key Functions
The NAASC serves two key functions: (1) supporting basic ALMA operations as specified by the AOP,
and (2) acting as the portal to ALMA for the North American scientific community. These dual roles are
depicted in Figure E.1.1.
The JAO is funded proportionally by the ALMA partners, and it is responsible for overall day-to-day
operations of the observatory in Chile (inner circle in Figure E.1.1). The ALMA Regional Centers

(ARCs) play a vital role in these operations (middle ring in Figure E.1.1) by processing proposals and
scheduling blocks submitted from their regions, serving as Astronomer on Duty in Chile, participating in
quality assurance, hosting copies of the ALMA science archive, assisting observers with data reduction,
and performing hardware and software maintenance, repair, and development. Indeed, for day-to-day
operations, the NA ARC is an integral part of overall ALMA operations. The AOP calls for scientific
staff from the ARCs to rotate through Chilean operations in order to provide the necessary close ties
among the ARCs and the ALMA site and to keep the ARC staff familiar with the realities of observatory
operations. The Executives have also agreed that continued development of the ALMA systems is key to
maintaining ALMA as a start-of-the-art facility over its 30+ year lifetime. They have included
development funding as part of internationally agreed-upon ALMA core operations support in the AOP.
The ARC core functions provide user support at the level required to deliver basic pipeline-processed
reference images and data to the observer. The ALMA Executives have recognized that it is essential that
ALMA users are supported beyond the basic “core” functions described in the AOP, so that the users will
have the necessary tools and support to convert the basic pipeline-processed reference images and data
into scientific results and the entire astronomical community can make scientific use of ALMA.
However, differing funding opportunities in the different regions lead to different models for how these
Full Science Support (FSS) functions will be implemented. In Europe the FSS functions will be funded
within the ESO partner states and outside of the ESO budget, as listed in the outer ring on the European
side in Figure E.1.1. In the U.S., FSS will be organized under the NAASC.

Figure E.1.1. Diagram showing the relationship between ALMA Chilean Operations and the three ALMA Regional
Centers, one each in Europe (EU ARC), Japan (EA ARC), and North America (NA ARC). The ARCs provide crucial
operational support to the Joint ALMA Observatory. The ARCs plus Chilean operations represent the
internationally agreed-upon core ALMA operations functions. Full Science Support (FSS) service functions are
required to fully realize the scientific potential of ALMA, but these services will be funded differently within each
Executive. For instance, in Europe FSS will be funded in the ESO member states, outside of the ESO budget. In NA,

both the core and FSS services are concentrated within the NAASC. The Canadian contribution applies to the ARC
core functions and Chilean operations but not to the FSS or User Grants programs.

The NAASC will be the point of contact for North American ALMA users from proposal submission to
calibrated-data distribution and analysis. The NAASC will maintain and improve the ALMA data archive,
pipeline, and offline reduction software that surround it. These efforts will be made in collaboration with
other NRAO facilities (such as the EVLA) wherever possible in order to minimize duplication of effort
and cost. The NAASC will also foster the ALMA user community to optimize the science use of ALMA
and guide its future evolution. To achieve these goals, the NAASC will sponsor schools and workshops,
student and postdoctoral programs and promote the establishment of grant support for ALMA data
analysis by users that is linked to observing time. The NAASC will also support ALMA-related functions
within the NRAO program of education and public outreach (EPO).

Figure E.1.2. The organization of the NAASC.

Figure E.1.2 shows the organization of the NAASC in more detail. The North American ALMA Regional
Center (NA ARC) is embedded within the NAASC. The NA ARC also manages the Technical and
Software & Computing divisions (yellow boxes) that provide hardware and software maintenance and
repair (M&R) and development services to the ALMA project for North American deliverables. The
NAASC includes the enhanced services shown in green boxes. Their different color simply reflects the
need to track the budget for these functions separately from the functions mandated for the ARC by the
AOP. Organizationally, the Full Science Support functions will be fully integrated into the Science
Division of the NAASC. The Office of Chilean Affairs (red box) is necessary for doing business in
Chile.

The NAASC Organization
NAASC Head Office
The NAASC head office includes the NAASC Assistant Director (AD), the ARC manager, a business
manager, and an administrative assistant. The AD is responsible for all NAASC activities, including the
NA ARC, Full Science Support, and EPO. The NAASC AD will coordinate activities with the rest of the
NRAO and will interact with the NSF and other science centers and observatories to help chart the
evolution of the NAASC. The NAASC AD also is the primary interface to the NA user community,
assessing their desires and priorities for services performed at the NAASC, and promoting the full use of
ALMA, especially outside the traditional radio and millimeter-wave astronomical community.
The NA ARC Manager is responsible for directing the NA ALMA operations activities, including the
ARC core functions and the software and hardware maintenance, repair and development (MR&D)
activities. The NA ARC Manager is responsible for maintaining close contact with the JAO and other
ARC managers for operations-related issues, for MR&D support, and for relaying ARC issues back to the
AD of the NAASC and NRAO Director. The ARC Manager will also coordinate Canadian participation
in NA ALMA operations.

Science Division
User Science Support
The NAASC will support North American observers from proposals through observing and data
reduction.
Proposal and Scheduling Support: The NAASC will support observing proposals from the NA
community from the time of proposal submission to the construction and submission of observing
schedule blocks for accepted proposals. It will assist users with the software tools. The NAASC will
issue calls for proposals and assist the JAO in the proposal review process.
JAO Observational Support: The North American ARC is responsible for supporting the Joint ALMA
Observatory in its day-to-day operations, including Chile Astronomer-on-Duty shifts, quality assurance,
commissioning, and science verification. Having staff rotate through Chilean Operations is the key to
fully incorporating the regional staff into ALMA operations. In this way, the North American scientists
will obtain the technical expertise and knowledge of the Observatory capabilities required for proper
support of North American ALMA users.

Post-observation, Data Reduction Support: The NAASC will support users with the final observing
products produced by ALMA, including evaluation of pipeline data reduction, post-observation support
for off-line reduction, and support of large/special projects. NAASC staff will organize observing and
data-reduction tutorials, and they will maintain a spectral-line database.
Algorithm Development: The NAASC scientific staff will work with the software division to develop
more sophisticated calibration, reduction, analysis, and visualization routines, as well as an advanced
ALMA simulator. The NAASC staff will also provide continuous improvements to the ALMA pipeline
heuristics.
Community Development and Education: The ALMA User Community Development program
involves a number of key scientific, educational and community relations tasks such as organizing
workshops on ALMA science topics, conducting millimeter-wavelength astronomy courses and summer
schools, giving ALMA talks, and representing ALMA at scientific meetings. The NAASC will
participate in the NRAO Jansky Fellowship program along with other NRAO facilities. In addition, there
will be ALMA postdoctoral and predoctoral researcher programs to help train future mm/submm
astronomers.
Education and Public Outreach (EPO): As a scientific project of extraordinary scope and promise,
ALMA brings an opportunity to implement a vigorous EPO program that delivers the scientific
excitement and technological excellence of ALMA to the astronomical community, to the general public,
to teachers and students of all ages, to science museums and planetariums, and to the media. The EPO
staff required to support ALMA are managed directly by the NRAO EPO office. They are responsible for
formal and informal education programs, news and media relations, dynamic web content generation and
maintenance, innovative astronomical visualization, ALMA-related programs and exhibits for NRAO
science and visitor centers, astronomical community exhibits and outreach, effective EPO collaboration
with the JAO and the Executives, and program management.

ALMA Operations Technical Support
As an integral part of ALMA Chilean operations, the AOP calls for each Executive to continue to
maintain, repair, and develop the hardware and software that they deliver to the project. Support by the
NAASC will be provided by the Software & Computing division for software M&R, and the Technical
division for hardware M&R.
Software Support
The Software & Computing Division is charged with the support of ALMA software systems and the data
archive. The success of ALMA depends critically on its software systems, and the NAASC is responsible
for supporting the software that interfaces most directly with ALMA users: software to submit and review
proposals, construct observing programs, receive and distribute pipeline-produced reference images,
operate a data archive, analyze images, and organize communications with users via email and the
internet. In addition to this user support software, the NAASC will be responsible for software for
Observatory operations that are not directly visible to the ALMA users, such as the real-time system, the
scheduler, and correlator software, and for development and maintenance of the CASA off-line datareduction software for ALMA.

Work anticipated for the Software & Computing Division includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Update software in parallel with operating systems and related platform updates
Update software to capitalize on new computing hardware
Upgrade software to support new observing modes and techniques, and distribute software
upgrades to the ALMA project
Maintain and update software documentation
Support users and staff with PST/OT software
CASA offline reduction software development
Offline reduction support—where to get the package, how to find information, helpdesk, and bugtracking support
Provide user support for interpretation of pipeline processing scripts
Provide information to observers on the status of pipeline processing
Simulation capabilities support during and after observations
Small-scale software development activities

Each ARC will maintain a mirror copy of the ALMA archive and pipeline. Each archive will contain a
complete copy of all observational data and pipeline products published to the ALMA archive. The
Archive Operations group provides data access to ALMA observers during the proprietary period, and to
the general community through searchable Virtual Observatory (VO) and ALMA-provided interfaces.
The regional pipeline will be supported to allow the NAASC software division to develop new pipeline
algorithms and heuristics and to allow for reprocessing of user data to diagnose problems with
default/reference images without disturbing the main operational pipeline at the SCO. Any improvements
to pipeline software will propagate globally to all ALMA archive/pipeline locations.

Hardware Support
The NAASC Technical division will maintain and repair the hardware they provided during construction.
Maintenance of Front End and Back End equipment requires specialized staff and test equipment that is
present in North America but would be expensive to replicate and maintain in Chile. These tasks will be
subcontracted to the Executives. In NA this contract work will be managed and largely carried out by the
NRAO Technology Center (NTC) located in Charlottesville. Maintenance of Band 3 cartridges is likely
to be contracted to the Canadian developers. The following maintenance areas are expected:
•
•

•
•
•

Cold cartridges: replacing superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) mixers, low-noise
Amplifiers (LNAs), frequency multipliers; reassembling and re-testing
Warm cartridge local-oscillator (LO) assemblies: replacing warm multiplier assemblies with
monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs), phase-lock-loop components, power
amplifiers; reassembling and re-testing
Board-level troubleshooting and repair of all types: power distribution, monitor & control, etc.
All parts of the photonic LO system
All parts of the digital data transmission system

The ALMA Development Program
Continuing technical upgrades and developing new capabilities will be required to maintain ALMA as the
state-of-the-art facility for mm/submm astronomy over the course of its projected life of 30 or more years.
The Executives have recognized this need and have included development funding as part of ALMA core
operations support, as specified in the AOP. The rapid progress of electronic technology should make
new hardware components and subsystems offering improved performance and higher reliability

available for insertion into ALMA throughout the project lifetime. Development funding is also required
to complete the suite of ten receiver bands originally planned for ALMA, of which six will be fully
implemented during construction. Advances in software and computing should offer improved
performance and reliability that translate into more capability and reduced cost of operation. A continued
development funding line of this type was strongly recommended by the Decadal Committee for future
ground-based major astronomical facilities.
The user community will be fully incorporated into the long-term scientific vision for ALMA
development projects through scientific review by the ANASAC at their annual face-to-face meeting and
through regular NAASC-sponsored scientific workshops. Time will be allocated during each workshop
for an open discussion of how to optimize ALMA for the workshop’s particular science theme. The aim
of this process is to ensure that ALMA development mirrors the scientific priorities of the user
community and keeps up with the latest scientific goals.
The exact process of selection and implementation of individual projects within the ALMA long-term
development plan is currently being considered by the ALMA Board as part of the AOP review.

Office of Chilean Affairs
AUI/NRAO needs a small office in Santiago, Chile to handle its legal and business affairs, including
representation of ALMA to the Republic of Chile for AUI and support for JAO staff. This support
consists of implementing actions initiated by the JAO, such as purchase orders, imports, pay orders, etc.,
and of assuming responsibilities for local ALMA Chilean staff. This office already exists as part of
ALMA construction. As part of the duties associated with legal representation in Chile, the office has
acquired direct labor-related responsibilities in Chile as a result of the decision that AUI/NRAO shall be
the sole employer of local staff recruited to work for ALMA in Chile.

The NAASC at the NRAO: Observatory-wide Coordination
The NRAO is widely recognized as the world’s foremost repository of scientific and technical expertise
in radio astronomy. Embedding the NAASC within the NRAO allows for synergies and economies-ofscale that come from the pre-existence of a major astronomical observatory and capitalizes on its wide
range of expertise. It is the job of the NAASC AD to ensure that the NAASC is fully integrated into the
NRAO.
For many of the Full Science Support functions of the NAASC, there are clear advantages to close
coordination across telescope boundaries, in particular with the EVLA. Some specific examples of how
the NAASC benefits from, and enhances, the rest of the NRAO include:
•

Science and Academic Affairs (SAA): The SAA has broad observatory-wide duties that are
critical to the scientific effectiveness and vitality of the observatory, including: running the
tenure and promotions process; supervising annual scientific-performance evaluations for staff
scientists; administering the Jansky fellowship, predoctoral student, and summer-student
programs; and library services. The NAASC will work with the SAA office in all of these areas
in a manner identical to the current operations of the VLA, VLBA, and GBT, including
proportional support of the NRAO’s very successful Jansky postdoctoral fellowship program.

•

Education and Public Outreach (EPO): EPO is another NRAO-wide activity, with coordinated
efforts among GB, CV, and the AOC. The EPO office represents NRAO at professional meetings,
prepares press releases and other educational documentation, designs and implements visitors
centers, and organizes workshops and summer schools for teachers and others. The NAASC will

contribute to the NRAO EPO office at a level commensurate with the demands of the ALMA
project.
•

End-to-End operations (E2E): The E2E operations division encompasses much of NRAO
software development and maintenance, it and provides coordination across the observatory in
these areas. The software expertise at NRAO is a tremendous resource to the astronomical
community, and it presents perhaps the best opportunity for observatory-wide coordination and
communal effort. While some of the tasks do not generalize among telescopes (e.g., M&C or
correlator software), there is clear overlap in many areas, such as proposal tools, post-processing,
and data pipelining. The NAASC is already sharing post-processing software efforts with EVLA
through support of CASA data-reduction software. Another potentially very fruitful area of
coordinated development is the NRAO data archive and VO interface. While the baseline
NAASC plan has assumed a stand-alone ALMA mirror archive in Charlottesville, the NAASC is
working closely with the E2E operations division and the CADC to consider broader options of
an NRAO-wide science data archive and VO interface. As a concrete and immediate example, the
EVLA archive software development is being built around the European-delivered ALMA Next
Generation Archive System (NGAS) software, thereby maintaining compatibility.

•

NRAO Technology Center (NTC): As with software, the NTC is one of the world’s leading
resources for radio astronomy instrumentation development. Centralizing the NA hardware M&R
at the NTC during ALMA operations capitalizes on existing infrastructure, such as the front-end
integration facility, and retains the expertise in receiver technology developed during
construction.

Close coordination of NAASC activities with broader NRAO activities will lead to a much more vibrant
scientific environment, with scientists having access to expertise at frequencies ranging from 75 MHz to
900 GHz. Such an environment will foster unique astrophysics, allow for more creative technical
development, provide a broader knowledge-base for user support, inspire young postdocs and students,
and aid in recruitment of quality staff. The integrated approach also puts NRAO and the U.S. in an ideal
position to help design, and eventually operate, future large radio facilities such as the Square Kilometer
Array.
In the long term, a vision is developing at NRAO of an “integrated science center”, in which staff at
NRAO participate in supporting users of all NRAO facilities, as the science and expertise dictates (see
contribution by Frail/SAA). The NAASC head office is involved with these longer-range discussions.

Staffing Plan
The table below presents the NAASC staffing ramp-up from 2008 to 2014 in terms of the total number of
employees. The staffing ramp-up in all areas is triggered by major project milestones. We briefly list
some key project milestones, as presented in the current baseline plan.
•
•
•
•

Q2 2007:
Q1 2009:
(CSV)
Q3 2010:
Q4 2012:

Start of Assembly, Integration, and Verification (AIV) work at the OSF
Three-antenna array at the high site. Start of Commissioning and Science Verification
Start of early science operations
Start full science operations

The steady-state NAASC (2013+) will have a staff of 70. This includes 17 scientists performing ARC and
full science support for ALMA, five in Archive operations, 28 in the Software and Technical divisions,
three ALMA postdocs and two students, four in the NAASC head office, five in EPO and six in the
Office of Chilean Affairs. The NAASC will also support four Jansky fellows.

The staffing plan was determined by the definition of the tasks to be performed by each unit, by past
NRAO and ESO experience, by established industry principles, and by a desire to keep the total operating
costs down.
FY
2009

FY
2010

FY
2011

FY
2012

FY
2013

FY
2014

WBS Unit

Number in Division (Staff)

72100

NA ARC Management

1.80

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

72200

Science Operations

4.75

8.50

11.50

12.00

12.00

12.00

72300

Archive Operations

1.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

Subtotal, ARC

7.55

14.50

18.50

19.00

19.00

19.00

Data Management Division:
75100

Software M&R

1.50

4.25

8.00

12.00

14.00

14.00

75200

Software Development

3.40

3.40

3.40

3.40

3.40

3.40

Technical Division:
75300

Hardware M&R

2.25

5.25

8.25

10.50

11.00

11.00

75400

Small Projects & Studies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

75500

Development

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Subtotal, Operations Support

7.15

12.90

19.65

25.90

28.40

28.40

71100

NAASC Management

1.60

1.98

2.10

2.10

2.00

2.00

71210

Full User Support

1.75

2.38

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

71220

Professional Development

0.00

1.00

1.50

1.75

2.50

2.50

71230

ALMA Fellows/Students

1.00

2.00

3.00

3.25

4.25

5.00

Subtotal, Full Sci. Support

4.35

7.35

9.10

9.60

11.25

12.00

71300

EPO

2.00

3.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

74000

Chilean Affairs

0.00

0.00

1.13

2.63

5.25

6.00

Total NAASC

21.05

37.75

53.38

62.13

68.90

70.40

NAASC Staffing Ramp-up (Staff)
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Figure E.1.3: NAASC staffing ramp-up in number of employees.

Budget
Yearly subtotals for the major work elements are presented in the tables below along with the estimated
total annual cost for the NAASC, including the North American share of ALMA operations in Chile, the
NA ARC, ALMA Operations technical support and the Full Science Support services. It does not include
an ALMA User Grants Program, which should be funded outside the NAASC. The second table presents
just the NSF’s share of these costs. All amounts are in thousands of then-year dollars, and time intervals
are in U.S. Fiscal Years (October 1 – September 30). The cost to NSF is net the contribution from Canada
to the North American share of the AOP, assumed to be 7.25%.

Total cost of NA ALMA Operations and the NAASC, in thousands of then-year USD
NAASC Budget

FY
2009

NAASC Full Science Support

1534

2420

3345

4226

4867

5411

5635

NA ARC Core Support

1627

2584

3511

3865

3932

4025

4134

ALMA Special Projects

444

460

476

493

510

528

546

0

0

226

447

865

913

945

1395

2543

4110

5706

6443

6654

6838

31

43

513

1212

2151

3809

5530

7416

10649

12725

15678

17015

17717

18317

12447

18699

24908

31628

35783

39057

41945

NA Chilean Affairs
ALMA Technical Support
ALMA Development
ALMA Chilean Operations
Total

FY
2010

FY
2011

FY
2012

FY
2013

FY
2014

FY
2015

Cost to NSF for NA ALMA Operations
NAASC Budget:
Cost to NSF

FY
2009

FY
2010

FY
2011

FY
2012

FY
2013

FY
2014

FY
2015

NAASC Full Science Support

1534

2420

3345

4226

4867

5411

5635

NA ARC Core Support

1627

2584

3511

3865

3932

4025

4134

ALMA Special Projects

444

460

476

493

510

528

546

0

0

210

415

802

847

877

1348

2406

3839

5332

6020

6210

6379

29

40

476

1124

1995

3533

5129

6878

9877

11803

14638

15881

16536

17096

11861

17786

23660

30093

34008

37091

39797

NA Chilean Affairs
ALMA Technical Support
ALMA Development
ALMA Chilean Operations
Total *

* Current best estimates of operations costs from NAASC and JAO offices. These are at slight
variance with NSF forecast numbers (at the few hundred k $ level) from November 2007.

NAASC Milestones FY 2009–FY 2013
Item
Participate in Pipeline Test 7
Proto-archive active
Hire Archive Tech 1
Start of Operations S/W maintenance & repair
Start of Operations H/W maintenance & repair
Hire Scientist 7 (Casa)
Participate in ObsTool Test 8
Astronomer on Duty: Duties Start
Start of Science Commissioning (CSV)
proto-archive test
Casa tutorials for beta users
First ALMA postdoc
Hire Scientist 8 (helpdesk)
Advertise for Web Developer
Hire Scientist 9 (Obstool)
Participate in Pipeline Test 8
First commissioning data available for community
Advertise for Database Manager
4th NAASC Science workshop
Participate in ObsTool pre-deployment test
Advertise for Scientific Programmer 2 (handholding)
Advertise for Archive Tech 2
Advertise for Archive Operator 1
ANASAC Face to Face
Obstool on-line documentation v.1
Hire Web Developer
Scientist 10a transfers from SAA office
(Schools/tutorials)
Participate in Pipeline Test 9

FY
2009
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

FY
2010

X
X
X
X

FY
2011

FY
2012

FY
2013

Item
Hire Database Manager
Advertise for Archive Operator 2
Commission ARC helpdesk
Mirror archive activated
Advertise for Scientist 14 (Schools/tutorials)
1st Call for Proposals
Start ARC helpdesk
Hire Scientific Programmer 2 (handholding)
Hire Archive Tech 2
Hire Archive Operator 1
1st Obstool tutorial
mirror archive test
Support Proposal Review process
2nd ALMA postdoc
Scientist 11 transfers from construction (Obstool)
Scientist 12 transfers from construction (Casa)
Scientist 13 transfers from construction (pipeline)
Participate in Pipeline Test 10
ARC Mirror Archive available
Hire Archive Operator 2
Offline Cookbook, version 3
Hire Scientist 14 (Schools/tutorials)
1st data reduction workshop
5th NAASC Science workshop
ANASAC Face to Face
Start of Early Science (ESDP+8mo)
Participate in Pipeline Test 11
Participate in ObsTool re-deployment test
Obstool on-line documentation v.2
Scientist 15 transfers from construction (handholding)
2nd Call for Proposals
2nd Obstool tutorial
Scientist 16 transfers from construction (Obstool)
Support Proposal Review process
3rd ALMA postdoc
Offline Cookbook, version 4
Participate in Pipeline pre-deployment test
2nd data reduction workshop
6th NAASC Science workshop
ANASAC Face to Face
Pipeline Heuristics review
Participate in ObsTool re-deployment test
Obstool on-line documentation v.3
3rd Call for Proposals
3rd Obstool tutorial
Support Proposal Review process
Offline Cookbook, version 5

FY
2009

FY
2010
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

FY
2011

FY
2012

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

FY
2013

Item
Pipeline Heuristics review
3rd data reduction workshop
7th NAASC Science workshop
ANASAC Face to Face
Scientist 17 transfers from construction (Pipeline)
Pipeline Heuristics review
Participate in ObsTool re-deployment test
Obstool on-line documentation v.4
4th Call for Proposals
Support Proposal Review process
Talks on ALMA science and status at NA institutions
Spectral-line catalogue—continue resolving species

FY
2009

X
X

FY
2010

X
X

FY
2011

X
X

FY
2012
X
X
X
X

X

FY
2013

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

IV.

ALMA Operations Plan: Visitors program during CSV

Excerpted from the ALMA Operations Plan, version D (accepted November 2007), available at
http://www.cv.nrao.edu/naasc/docs/ALMAOpsPlan-D.pdf.
OpsPlan Sec 3.6.2, pg. 28:
“The core Commissioning team will consist of the Science IPT supplemented by Chile- and ARC-based
operations astronomers. By assisting in commissioning, the operations astronomers will become
intimately familiar with the detailed workings of the system, which will be a crucial knowledge base as
the project transitions to operations. Additional outside experts will also participate as deemed necessary
by the Project Scientist. These “outside” experts could be scientists associated with various ALMArelated committees (e.g. ASAC, SSR), or scientists external to the immediate project but with relevant
expertise in commissioning mm/submm telescopes.”
OpsPlan Sec 12.5.1, pg. 115:
“Visitors Program (CRC-067):
“To foster collaboration and improve interaction with the broader astronomical community, the Joint
ALMA Observatory shall sponsor a scientific visitor program. Both long-term sabbatical and shorterterm programs will be supported, starting at the beginning of the CSV phase to support outside experts
involvement with Science Verification. Short-term visits will not start until after the start of Early Science.
The JAO will provide both salary and housing support for both types of visitors. Not all visitors would
take full or even any salary support, in which case more visits per year could be accommodated.
“During the CSV and early science phase (first three years of operation), Operations will support several
external experts at full salary for long-term visits. At a minimum, we desire one expert per region for 9month visits each, requiring 27 months of support. Airfare = $2000 (including trips to OSF), housing in
Santiago = $1,500 per month, salary & benefits = $10,000 per month. Estimated cost: 3x 9 months x
($1,500 + $10,000) + 3x$2,000 = $316,500 per year.”

V.

Summary presentation of CASA, what it is, where it’s at, and where
it’s headed. By C. Brogan and the CASA Team

Crystal Brogan and CASA Team

Common Astronomy Software
Applications (CASA)

ANASAC Face-2-Face Meeting Sept. 12, 2008

National Radio Astronomy Observatory

1

– Offline and Pipeline data
reduction package for ALMA
and EVLA
– North American ALMA
deliverable
– Suite of applications for the
reduction and analysis of
radio-astronomical data
(derived from the former
AIPS++ package)
– Algorithms written in C++
– Interface python/ipython
– Plotting in matplotlib
– Qt based Viewer &
tablebrowser
– Fully scriptable

• What is it?

– Python/Ipython interface provides
powerful and well known scripting
language
– Task interface to functionality
– Full in-line help
– Smaller package size
– Faster startup time
– Performance improvements
– Smaller memory footprint
– Expanded functionality
– Scientist-written documentation

2

• Key Differences from aips++

CASA (Common Astronomy
Software Applications)

–
–
–
–

NRAO Operations: CASA Manager (McMullin replacement, search ongoing)
NRAO/NAASC: 2 CASA Scientific Developers (new search beginning Fall ‘08)
NRAO/NAASC: CASA post-doc (search beginning Fall ’08)
ALMA Computing IPT: 3 developers (includes two high performance computing
experts)

• Planned additions

– NRAO (NAASC/EVLA): 8 (includes one term appointment ending 09/01/09)
– NAASC/Canada: 1
– ALMA Computing IPT (ALMA construction)
! NRAO: 2
! NAOJ: 3
! ESO: 2

• Currently 16 people; ~14 FTEs
• Combination of scientific and computer programmers
• Distribution of people:

– Development team

• Joe McMullin transitioned to ALMA Test Lead in Chile Oct. 2007
• Permanent replacement being actively sought – high priority
• McMullin is now important consumer and trainer for CASA in Chile

– Devel. group leader: Brian Glendenning (Interim)

CASA Staff

3

“CASA Cabal”:

CASA Project Scientist: Steve Myers
Meets weekly
ALMA Subsystem scientist: Crystal Brogan
Determines priorities
EVLA Scientist: Gustaaf van Moorsel
for development
NRAO E2E Project Scientist: Ed Fomalont
NRAO Users Group (~ 10 scientist in CV and SOC)
ALMA EU/EA ARC Scientists
ALMA AIV & Commissioning (starting, led by Joe McMullin, CASA
single dish focus Lewis Knee)

• Q4 2008/Q1 2009 we are setting up a small (~10 person) CASA Advisory
Group composed of experienced community volunteers from which
focused feedback can be gained. Reports to CASA Project Scientist.

• Numerous reviews (ASAC, NRAO Users Committee, Annual ALMA
Computing CDR, etc)

– External oversight

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

– Internal scientific oversight

CASA Scientific Oversight
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CASA Helpdesk available from http://my.nrao.edu is community portal for all
CASA bugs, enhancement requests, and questions. To date about 40
helpdesk tickets have been received.
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Beta Release History

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More flexible calibration options for multiple spectral windows
Combination of “clean” and “mosaic” tasks
Syntax based control of global/local parameter behavior
ALMA simulator more robust, user friendly
Viewer based region file creation
Image plane source and spectral Gaussian fitting capability (enhancement
needed)
Logger and terminal messaging improvements
More Linux platforms (SUSE, Ubuntu, Debian)
Assorted bug fixes

Patch 2 Improvements/New Features

64-bit support for RedHat Enterprise
Non-root linux installation
Polarization calibration
Image analysis (immath,imcontsub,imstat)
Significant single dish taskification
Improved plotting speed
Assorted bug fixes

Patch 1 Improvements/New Features
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

The extensive CASA cookbook is also updated, expanded, and improved
for each release: http://casa.nrao.edu/Doc/Cookbook/casa_cookbook.pdf

Improvement to Widefield (w-projection) imaging, including specification of
outlier fields
Implementation of Heterogeneous imaging
Improved bandpass calibration in low-signal-to-noise/multiple SPW cases
“BPOLY” (needed for calibration of SMA and CARMA data)
Expanded scope in plotxy flagging (i.e. view some channels, but flag all)
IMFIT – single component Gaussian image fitting
Higher quality Viewer png and postscript output
Save/Restore capability for Viewer
Assorted bug fixes

Patch 3 Improvements/New Features
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•

•

•

•

•

UV-plot based including time, channel averaging
Viewer flagging
Manual flagging

Polarization
VLA flux density calibrator images
Spline fitting and polynomial bandpass determination
Flexible combination of multiple spectral windows

Single field and mosaics
Widefield (low-frequency) imaging
Heterogeneous imaging
Interferometer plus single dish combination (3 methods, one experimental)
Multi-scale clean (somewhat experimental)
Interactive clean boxing
Analysis includes image math, statistics, image plane fitting

–
–
–
–

RHE 4, 5 (32 and 64 bit)
Fedora 6, 7, 8 (32, 64 bit),
SUSE, Ubuntu, Debian (and perhaps others with non-root install)
Intel Mac OSX 10.4.7 and later

Operating Systems

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Imaging

–
–
–
–

Calibration

–
–
–

(after Patch 3 release)

VLA (EVLA) archive
External ALMA and EVLA fillers complete
UVFITS (BIMA, CARMA, SMA, ATCA etc, though some subtleties with headers etc)

Flagging

–
–
–

Data Import

Brief Summary of Current Capabilities
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Green contours show SMA 12CO (2-1)
integrated intensity superposed on a
GLIMPSE 8 µm image of the Infrared Dark
Cloud (IRDC) G19.3+0.07. Six-pointing
SMA mosaic imaged in CASA – calibration
of SMA data coming soon. Brogan et al. (in
prep).

An extended radio counterpart of TeV
J2032+4130 in the Cygnus OB association.
VLA 3.6 cm continuum 5 point mosaic, D
configuration, multi-scale clean. Butt et al.
(2008)
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Production of Scientific Images in CASA Becoming Routine

CO(1—0) kinematics (moment 1) of the
galaxy NGC4826 from the BIMA SONG
survey (data originally published in
Helfer, Thornley, Regan et al. 2003)
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E-field vectors in Jupiter magnetosphere.
Archival VLA 6 cm D-configuration full
Stokes polarization data.

Data Calibrated and Imaged in CASA Tutorials at NRAO
Synthesis Imaging Workshop June 2008

• The displayed images are outputs of almasimos (as well as uv-dataset)

• Infrared image of 30Doradus used as input model
R. Indebetouw 11

almasimos: ALMA Simulator

ALMA data format
ASDM $ CASA
filler completed

CASA routinely
being used to
reduce data at the
ALMA Test Facility
at VLA

This summer CASA
will produce FITS
files from raw EVLA
data format for
initial correlator
testing in AIPS

•

•

•

12

Zoom in on
amplitude and
phase showing
good agreement
between 4
datasets

Edited & Calibrated (gain, bandpass, & flux) spectrum of 4 ATF ASDMs

An Important CASA Milestone

• Post observation corrections (baseline length etc.)

– Heterogeneous array imaging (baseline based PB correction)
– More sophisticated system temperature/opacity corrections
– More sophisticated simulation capabilities
– Algorithms for baseline, delay, and pointing determination
» Low priority; provided by TelCal subsystem in ALMA

• ALMA

– Widefield + Wide-band, imaging (requires extensive effort)
– WIDAR correlator data support
– UV-editing (needs to be more automated; sophisticated)

• Satisfactory speed demonstrated with large datasets (“Terabyte
Initiative”)
• Improve UI (GUIs)
• EVLA

Planned Future developments
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• Improvements to calibration solution visualization

– Spectral line and image plane
– Make them interactive

• More sophisticated image analysis tasks

– Annotations; Channel maps, RGB 3-color images

• Plotting speed and flexibility
• Viewer flagging and autoflagging improvements
• Viewer improvements

Planned Future developments (2)
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•

•
•

A high performance cluster was purchased Q3 2008 to jump start
optimization/parallelization process (16 nodes)

$ More than parallelization is needed to solve this problem
$ High performance computing investigations ongoing

I/O major limiting factor

– Details of major/minor cycles make exact comparisons tricky

• 65% I/O, 35% CPU (imaging)
• 2 TB I/O load
• Timing broadly consistent with AIPS (22h)

– Corresponds to 24 minutes of peak data rate or 4 hours of expected
average
– 15M visibilities, 512 channels, VLA B-array (10 km) at 6cm
– 4kx4k output image
– Run time 16 hours

Led by S. Bhatnagar
Start with 10% = 100 GB (raw data) size

CASA Terabyte Initiative Begun
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A great deal more information including info on getting started, scripts, tutorials
etc. can be found at http://casa.nrao.edu
16

• General user feedback will continue to be submitted via the CASA helpdesk,
there will be a NAASC study to determine the best long term helpdesk solution

• A new CASA Advisory Group will provide focused feedback on package in
addition to daily input from general users – let us know if you want to be on it!

• It is essential to find a permanent replacement for Joe McMullin; please
convey to any potentially interested colleagues

– This CASA developer will also be more closely tied to commissioning efforts

• In future, one of the scientific developers will effectively “sit out” of the more
mundane development activities to allow for a steady flow of advanced
algorithm development

• CASA development cycles will move to 6-month patches as opposed to
quarterly (allow time to tackle harder problems)

• These development targets will receive highest priority in coming cycles

The Way Forward

